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Yearly Predictions 2023: is an ebook which is all
about the effects of the 12 Zodiac Signs in the
year 2023. The book is structured in an easy
manner through which you can easily check your
zodiac sign effects for the year 2023. 
We published this book because we are excited
about the New Year 2023 which is going to be
really eventful for all the zodiac signs. As you
know each year the zodiac signs have a shift of
planets with directly and indirectly affect our life
be it Love, career, romance, money health, travel
and lot more.
In this book you will find each sun sign in their
order starting from Aries upto the last Pisces
with their description and also their effects in
the year 2023. This book also provides the
predictions of each zodiac sign with the
paragraphs of Professional , Love and
Relationship, Finance , family and social life,
Health, travel and also we have mentioned Vedic
remedies too.
This book is written for you all by Experienced
Astrologers Mr. Amit Saini and Mr. Abhishek
Dhawan. Mr. Amit Saini is expert in the field of
Vedic and Nadi (simplified KP) Astrology. His
qualifications including a Degree in Jyotish
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Acharya, along with his other degrees of
Engineering and Masters in Computer
Applications. He has done extensive research in
combining the astrology with technology. 
Mr. Abhishek Dhawan has been associated with
astrology since his school days. He has also been
honored with Jyotish Shiromani and Jyotish
Martand. He also has received astrology rewards
too. Mr. Abhishek is an ardent devotee of
Goddess Durga and Lord Ganesha and owes all
his success to these two only apart from support
from his parents and family.
Askganesha possess astrology operations
experience. Our astrologers are well versed in all
aspects of multiple occult fields, from astrology
to vastu. We pride ourselves on our proven track
record for effective astrology remedies and
advice. Exceptional functional and technical
astrology expertise coupled with extensive
occult knowledge makes Accurate Astrologers
the ideal choice for an astrology consulting firm
to manage the different aspects of life

Regards
Askganesha.
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Starts from May 21st to June 20th each calendar
year.
The foremost thing you notice in a Gemini, the
third sign of zodiac, is that they love to talk. And
that’s no idle chatter. Geminis are intellectually
inclined with the mind of an explorer. When it
comes to facts and information, “more is less”
for them. Such vast knowledge makes them
extremely bright and quick witted. People born
under this sign have gone to become great
entertainers a few being Bob Hope Paul
McCartney, Johnny Depp, Angelina Jolie, and
Anne Frank.
The mascot vouching for Gemini is the Twins,
perfectly showcasing their dual nature. Their
ability to see both sides of a coin makes
exceptional debaters and diplomats.
Because of their Mutable quality, their behavior
is dominated by their whims. This also makes
people born under Gemini zodiac sign flexible
and adaptable who respond positively to any
change.
The Gemini sun sign is ruled by the planet
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Mercury (Hermes), the messenger god with
winged feet. This directly translates to their
communication and a mind that thinks “on the 
 feet.” They are both curious and clever. They are
fast learners and an interesting company for
anyone, be it the doorman or the President. Most
people assume Geminis to be a bad listener but
that’s untrue. Geminis are patient listeners,
provided you have a meat to share.
Charming and congenial, they are a hit at cocktail
parties. Their speech is swift and articulate.
Dexterous and creative, Gemini born are always
bringing forth new ideas. No wonder, why it is the
sign of the inventor. However, picking the best
idea, executing a plan till the end, may not be
their cup of tea. 
The Gemini element is the intellectual Air. This
gives them an unrivalled thought process that
shells out logical and practical ideas. Geminis
strive to become a team’s asset with a fun-filled
work style and objective approach. Gemini
people usually have a good height, slim body and
a pale complexion. Their eyes, however, are a
sight which brightens up with the very idea of a
new idea. Their features are sharp and attractive
with a multitude of expressions. Another
physical trait pinned to Gemini is their youthful



exuberance which keeps them young even as
they age. Their disposition is confident, full of
fineness and laid-back. Coming to sports,
Geminis are a natural for teams and camaraderie
of games. While they are forever ready to go out
and play, you’d never find them giving up on a
library or book club visit. The Twins have a strong
affinity for literature.
Bright shades of yellow such as lemon, ochre,
orange, etc. charge a Gemini up and fill them with
fresh vitality.
The number which brings most luck to Gemini
born people is 5. Therefore the years adding to
total of 5 will be important to you such as 14, 23,
32, 41, 50, etc.



The year 2023 will be all about people. The
Gemini zodiac sign natives will be too anxious
about what other thinks of them, how other
perceive them, how they react to them. This year
you may end up losing ties due to
miscommunications and mishaps. But your
ability to adjust and adapt in difficult situations
is what makes you an airy person. Gemini zodiac
sign natives know well how to control their
temper to their benefit. There is hardly anything
that can make them say unnecessary things out
of anger. You are a witty person and know well
which remark to be made to make a statement.
But don’t get too far in explaining yourself. You
may certain problems that look like appearing
out of nowhere. But you will be able to handle
every situation with your smart interactive skills.
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These difficulties will not last for a long period of
time and you will get to bask in the glory of
happiness and joy. This is an year to do
exceptionally well in your professional life owing
to the great opportunity you will get. 

PROFESSIONAL LIFE & CAREER,
GEMINI 2023

In the first half of the year, you are predicted to
face some grave issues in your professional life,
dear Gemini zodiac sign natives. You need to be
patient in order to select your friends at
workplace. You can’t trust everyone at your
workplace as it is not a healthy decision. Be
selective with whom you like to share your secret
thoughts. There may be some politics at
workplace but don’t let your conscious get
trapped between what’s right and what’s wrong.
Read More

LOVE AND RELATIONSHIP, GEMINI
2023

Gemini zodiac sign natives crave for variety in
life. Be in their surroundings, they often need
change and also admire different kinds of
showpieces lighting up their home and office. It
may be true in their love life too. But it doesn’t
mean that they cannot make commitments or
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long-life partners. Those who are single and
looking for a stable relationship will get lucky this
year. Read More

FAMILY AND SOCIAL LIFE, GEMINI
2023

Gemini sun sign born love their families and can
do almost everything for them. They always run
after refinement and strive their every bit to
bring a high standard of living in their family. This
year you will bring affluence and prosperity in
your home. Your family will admire you because
of your hard work and dedication. Read More

FINANCES, GEMINI, 2023
Your finances will be stable this year. You will
earn more income than the last year. Think
deeply before investing any huge amount in any
new venture. Take expert advice before investing
in shares and bonds. Read More

HEALTH, GEMINI 2023
Your health may not be too good this year.
Though nothing major is predicted, minor issues
like back pain, diabetes and viral may trouble
you. try to indulge yourself in regular physical
activities to avoid getting sick often and maintain
gut health. Read More
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TRAVEL, GEMINI 2023
Travelling would be on the minimum side this
year. You will not be travelling much. Though you
will get some opportunity to travel, but due to
some reason, you may not be able to travel. 
 Read More

Chant the Lord Vishnu Mantra 
Donate Green pulses on Wednesdays
Do the Vishnu Sahasranamam Puja and the
Keshav Vishnu Homam
Observing Fast on Wednesdays will be good
for you. 
Download and place the wallpaper of Lord
Vishnu on your phone and laptop. 
Feed cows for 11 Wednesdays

Astrology solutions for Gemini in 2023
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With headquarter in Delhi, India, Accurate Astrologers
provides superior astrology consulting services for
managing the different aspects of life both personal and
mental approach through the website 'AskGanesha'.
Accurate Astrologers bring a fresh and innovative
approach to astrology consulting services, acting as a
bridge between planets and the native. Our goal is to
exceed the expectations of every client by offering
outstanding customer service, increased flexibility, and
greater value, thus optimizing life functionality and
improving personal efficiency. Our team is distinguished
by its functional and technical expertise combined with
their hands-on experience, thereby ensuring that our
clients receive the most effective and professional
service.

AskGanesha.com (Accurate Astrologers)
B-763, Avantika, Sector-1, Rohini, Delhi, INDIA
55, Saddlebrook Way NE, Calgary, AB T3J 5M8 (Canada
Branch Office)
35893, Vivian PI Fremont, CA 94536 USA (USA Branch
Office)
E-mail: info @askganesha.com , askganesha @gmail.com
CUSTOMER CARE : +91 - 9818313151
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